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Dark Lipsticks DOs and DONTs 

We have to admit, lipstick has been a must-have beauty product in our daily lives. If you 

love to experiment with dark lipstick, here’s how to try!  

 

DONTs 

- Go gothic 

Unless you are a Yves Saint Laurent model, it’s best to keep gothic lipstick on the 

runway. The dramatic look may not be suitable off the catwalk. Remember, vampy is 

different from vampire! 
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- Color outside the line 

The bad news about dark lipstick is that it would be a big No to draw line outside 

your lipline. It creates a comical effect rather than being fab. A beauty specialists 

recommends you to rim your lips with Q tip already dipped in foundation. It helps 

the dark colors stay put! 

 

- Forget the teeth check 

Do not forget to check your teeth before you hit the street. It is hard not to get your 

teeth stained with dark lipstick. So before you flash your smile, check the mirror 

before you pose, especially for close ups! 
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- Make up overdosed 

It’s so easy to apply thick foundation, sharp brows and bold blush on but is it 

necessary? Dark lipstick should be the toughest color that stands out without 

applying too much make up.  

 

DOs 

- Let the color talk 

It’s ideal to make the lipstick as a highlight of your makeup. Try to make the 

attention focuses on your lips by pulling your hair back –creating ponytail – or keep 

the blush toned down. Dramatic dark lipstick can make your simple look, fabulous. It 

gives a cool contrast to your complexion.  

 

- Pair it with bold eye brows 

A well groomed full brows are great complement to your berry colored lipstick. This 

is a way to opt for classic beauty effortlessly!  

 

- Go super dark 

Especially if you have deep skin tone, the dark lipstick can become a highlight of your 

neutral makeup. Put on the false lashes and create a regal look of the day. 
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- Compliment it with black mascara 

Mascara can create a big impact to the overall look. It makes the eyes talk! Black 

mascara offers less intense make up that tones down the dark shade lips because 

they create a balance to your look.  
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- Be glamorous 

Dark shade lipstick adds a glam to your look. The ruby lips and pretty gown makes a 

dress-up occasion even more fab! This look is perfect for a party. 
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